Global Space Law Essay Competition:

“Fresh view on the Outer Space Treaty”

On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the Outer Space Treaty the European Space Policy Institute (ESPI), the Space Generation Advisory Council (SGAC) and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) invited students and young professionals globally to submit a paper offering a fresh view on the Outer Space Treaty.

Selected papers for publication (in alphabetical order):

- **Outer Space Treaty during Fourth Industrial Revolution** by Maria Baczyńska-Wilkowska
- **Peacekeeping Operations in Outer Space: Contradictions in Article IV of the Outer Space Treaty** by Eduardo Bressel Baratto
- **Emergence of Environmental Protection Clauses in Outer Space Treaty: A Lesson from the Rio Principles** by Gordon Chung
- **Into the 21st Century: Integration of Principles of Global Governance in Space Law** by Valentin Degrange
- **Wild Military Operations in Outer Space, a Sword of Damocles Hanging over Future of Space Environment and Space Activities** by Matteo Frigoli
- **Intentional Destruction of Satellites in Relation to International Peace and Security** by Alexander Gairiseb
- **Space Settlement and the Celestial Subjectivity Model: Shifting Our Legal Perspective of the Universe** by Zach Miller
- **Legal Consequences of Environmental Pollution in Outer Space** by Giulia Pavesi

The publication “A Fresh View on the Outer Space Treaty” will be issued by Springer Nature (ISBN: 978-3-319-70433-3).

We thank all participates for having submitted a paper and look forward to further contributions towards one of the next competitions!